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Little is known about the contribution of translational control to circadian rhythms. To address this issue and in
particular translational control by microRNAs (miRNAs), we knocked down the miRNA biogenesis pathway in
Drosophila circadian tissues. In combination with an increase in circadian-mediated transcription, this severely
affected Drosophila behavioral rhythms, indicating that miRNAs function in circadian timekeeping. To identify
miRNA–mRNA pairs important for this regulation, immunoprecipitation of AGO1 followed by microarray
analysis identified mRNAs under miRNA-mediated control. They included three core clock mRNAs—clock (clk),
vrille (vri), and clockworkorange (cwo). To identify miRNAs involved in circadian timekeeping, we exploited
circadian cell-specific inhibition of the miRNA biogenesis pathway followed by tiling array analysis. This
approach identified miRNAs expressed in fly head circadian tissue. Behavioral and molecular experiments show
that one of these miRNAs, the developmental regulator bantam, has a role in the core circadian pacemaker. S2 cell
biochemical experiments indicate that bantam regulates the translation of clk through an association with three
target sites located within the clk 39 untranslated region (UTR). Moreover, clk transgenes harboring mutated
bantam sites in their 39 UTRs rescue rhythms of clk mutant flies much less well than wild-type CLK transgenes.
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Most organisms use circadian clocks to keep temporal
order and anticipate daily environmental changes (Hall
2003). The circadian machinery of higher eukaryotes is
proposed to contain interlocking transcription feedback
loops, which are accompanied and complemented by
intracellular rhythms in abundance, phosphorylation,
and nuclear localization of core clock proteins (Hall
2003). In Drosophila, clock (clk) and cycle (cyc) activate
the circadian system by promoting transcription of several key clock genes (Allada et al. 1998; Rutila et al. 1998).
Three of these target gene products—PER, TIM, and
CWO—repress CLK–CYC-mediated transcription in a
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daily manner (Hardin et al. 1990; Sehgal et al. 1994,
1995; Yu et al. 2006; Kadener et al. 2007; Lim et al.
2007; Matsumoto et al. 2007). The CLK–CYC heterodimer also activates the expression of VRI and PDP1
(Cyran et al. 2003; Glossop et al. 2003), which contribute
to the oscillation of clk mRNA. These direct target gene
activators and repressors are proposed to generate highamplitude mRNA oscillations.
The central role of transcriptional feedback loops has
been challenged recently by the idea that other modes of
regulation could be more important for keeping circadian
time. For example, many core clock components undergo
circadian phosphorylation (Edery et al. 1994; Yu et al.
2006), and circadian kinase mutants have strong period
phenotypes (Rothenfluh et al. 2000; Lin et al. 2002).
Moreover, it was demonstrated recently that under certain
conditions the cyanobacterial circadian clock can keep
time without active transcription (Tomita et al. 2005).
Features of recent experiments are also relevant to
nontranscriptional modes of regulation. We recently analyzed a CYC-VP16 fusion protein that increases transcriptional activation of the CLK–CYC dimer (Kadener et al.
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2008). Overexpression of this fusion protein in pacemaker
neurons of the fly brain caused short periods (22 h) at the
molecular and behavioral levels, indicating that transcription is involved in period determination. Moreover,
transcription was dramatically increased as measured by
luciferase activity: between threefold to fourfold and
sixfold depending on the reporter. However, the levels
of real CLK target mRNAs experienced an increase of
only 1.5-fold to twofold, suggesting that other levels of
regulation may exist (Kadener et al. 2008). One possibility
is that translational regulation by microRNAs (miRNAs)
may decrease mRNA levels.
miRNAs are small, noncoding RNAs that serve as posttranscriptional regulators of gene expression (Du and
Zamore 2005). Their mechanism of action involves the
formation of imperfect hybrids with their target mRNAs,
usually by binding to 39 untranslated regions (UTRs)
(Bartel 2009). This leads to mRNA translational repression and increased mRNA turnover. miRNAs associate
with target mRNAs as part of a large silencing complex
(RNA-induced silencing complex, or RISC), which in
Drosophila includes the protein AGO1 (Du and Zamore
2005).
Although miRNAs are emerging as major regulators of
developmental and physiological processes, little is known
about their role in the nervous system and behavior.
Although five reports describe miRNA levels under circadian control in Drosophila, mouse, and Arabidopsis
(Cheng et al. 2007; Xu et al. 2007; Yang et al. 2008; Gatfield
et al. 2009; Sire et al. 2009), only one demonstrates
a miRNA role in the core circadian clock, and this was
in the entrainment pathway (Cheng et al. 2007).
To address a wider role of miRNAs in circadian
rhythms, we used two approaches. The first, AGO1 immunoprecipitation followed by microarray analysis, identified a population of mRNAs under miRNA control.
We found three core circadian mRNAs among them: clk,
vri, and cwo. The second identified miRNAs expressed in
fly circadian tissue, with circadian cell-specific inhibition
of the miRNA biogenesis pathway followed by tiling
arrays. The two approaches identified 10 miRNAs potentially involved in circadian rhythms. One of these, the
developmental regulator bantam, was then confirmed to
have a role in the central circadian clock. Interestingly,
bantam had been predicted to regulate the clk 39 UTR
(Grun et al. 2005). Indeed, cell culture experiments
confirm that bantam regulates the translation of clk via
an association with three bantam target sites located
within the clk 39 UTR. In combination with the strong
effect that mutation of these sites has on circadian
rhythmicity in flies, the results demonstrate that bantam
regulates clk translation and that this control is an
integral part of the circadian clock.
Results
miRNA biogenesis is necessary for circadian rhythms
To address the role of miRNAs in Drosophila circadian
rhythms, we first assayed locomotor activity rhythms in
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flies with a defective miRNA processing pathway. To
affect this pathway specifically in circadian tissues,
a UAS-dicer-1 inverted repeat (IR) transgene was combined with a tim-gal4 driver transgene (Tim-DcrIR
strain). Dicer-1 is required for miRNA biogenesis in
Drosophila (Lee et al. 2004). The expression of the IR
for this mRNA should decrease DICER-1 levels and
therefore lead to inhibition of miRNA biogenesis. The
tim-gal4 driver is known to express in most if not all fly
head circadian cells (Stoleru et al. 2004). However, the
Tim-DcrIR strain has normal adult locomotor activity
rhythms (Supplemental Fig. 1A).
In an attempt to increase the efficacy of the tim-gal4
UAS-dicer-1 IR combination, we added a third transgene;
namely, UAS-CYC-VP16. Recent results indicate that
UAS-CYC-VP16 significantly increases the transcriptional power of the CLK–CYC dimer and concomitantly
the strength of the tim driver (Kadener et al. 2008). To
increase even further the dicer-1 knockdown, we performed the behavioral assay at 29°C; higher temperatures
have been shown to increase GAL4-mediated transcriptional activation (Duffy 2002). With these additions,
expression of the UAS-dicer 1 IR transgene now dramatically weakened the amplitude of the locomotor activity
rhythms compared with the control (Fig. 1A,B). This
indicates that miRNAs indeed contribute to the generation, maintenance, and/or output pathways of these adult
rhythm phenotypes.
Development of an in vivo method to identify
miRNA-regulated mRNAs
To address which mRNA–miRNA pairs might contribute
to rhythmicity, we first established an experimental procedure to identify mRNAs under miRNA-mediated regulation in fly heads. To this end, we assayed mRNAs after
immunoprecipitation of AGO1 from wild-type fly head
extracts. The strategy takes advantage of an excellent
monoclonal antibody against Drosophila AGO1 (Miyoshi
et al. 2005) and relies on the fact that this is the principal
AGO family member in miRNA-containing RISC complexes (Okamura et al. 2004; Forstemann et al. 2007). RNA
was isolated from the immunoprecipitated pellet (IP) as
well as the initial lysate (input, INP), and then amplified,
labeled, and hybridized to expression oligonucleotide
microarrays (Drosophila 2.0, Affymetrix) (Fig. 2A).
The immunoprecipitations were performed from fly
heads collected at six different circadian time points
(Zeitgeber time 3 [ZT3], ZT7, ZT11, ZT15, ZT19, and
ZT23). For each sample and probe set that passed the
expression threshold (see the Supplemental Material), an
enrichment score was averaged from duplicate experiments. It was calculated as the relative degree of association with AGO1; i.e., a ratio between the signal in the IP
relative to the INP. A single value (enrichment index
[ENR]; highest value from the six time points) was subsequently assigned to each probe set. We then ranked
expressed probe sets according to ENR: a higher ranking
corresponds to probe sets with higher ENR (IP/INP)
values (the highest-ranking mRNA is ranked #1) (Fig. 2A).
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Figure 1. Behavioral characterization of
Tim-DcrIR flies. (A) Comparison of circadian
locomotor behavior of control flies (tim-gal4;
UAS-CYC-VP16; top tracing) and Tim-CYCVP16-Dcr1IR flies (tim-gal4/UAS-CYC-VP16;
UAS-Dcr1 IR bottom tracing) in free-running
conditions (DD). The experiment was performed
at 29°C. In each case, the behavior is shown in
average actograms. (B) Control and Tim-CYCVP16-Dcr1 IR data sets were smoothed with
a low-pass filter set with a cutoff of 12 h.

Of the 15 top-ranked mRNAs, 13 are predicted to be
miRNA targets, and 10 are predicted to harbor more than
one miRNA-binding site by the PicTar algorithm (Fig. 2B;
Grun et al. 2005). The probability of obtaining this
enrichment by chance is P = 1.9e 7 as calculated from
the hypergeometric distribution. Moreover, 77 of the top

100 mRNAs in the ENR ranking contain PicTar predicted
miRNA sites in their 39 UTRs (P = 1.3e 31). For a complete
ranking, see Supplemental File 1.
To visualize in more detail the relationship between
ENR ranking and number of PicTar predicted targets,
we calculated and plotted the local density of PicTar

Figure 2. Detection of AGO1-associated mRNAs
from fly heads. (A) Diagram illustrating the AGO1
IP procedure. For each expressed probe set, an ENR
was calculated as a ratio between the expression
values in the IP and the INP fractions. The maximum enrichment across samples was used to sort
the probe sets in a descending order. This rank order
was used in the following calculations. (B) Top 15
enriched mRNAs in the AGO1-IP ranking. ‘‘#
PicTar’’ refers to the number of PicTar predicted
miRNA-binding sites in the indicated mRNA. (C)
Density of PicTar predicted miRNA targets across
the AGO-IP enrichment ranking. The inset represents the enrichment P-value for top X ranking
genes, with X moved from 50 to 12,847 with increments of 50. (D) Position in the AGO1-IP enrichment ranking of 10 circadian-relevant mRNAs.
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targets along the ENR ranking with a window of 500.
Higher-ranking probe sets, corresponding to efficiently
immunoprecipitated mRNAs, are highly enriched in
PicTar targets (Fig. 2C). The plot of the probability of
obtaining an enrichment of the top X probe sets by
chance (X ranges from 50 to 12,847 and is plotted against
X in Fig. 2C, inset) indicates that the observed enrichment of PicTar predicted targets in the IP reflects an
association of specific mRNAs with AGO1. Additional
evidence for the validity of the RISC IP comes from
a comparison of ENR ranking with data on miRNA
expression levels in fly heads (Ghildiyal et al. 2008):
mRNAs with higher enrichment coefficients are predicted to be targeted by more highly expressed miRNAs
than mRNAs with higher rankings, which harbor more
sites for medium and poorly expressed miRNAs (Supplemental Fig. 2A).
To further validate the immunoprecipitation procedure, we assayed the AGO1-IP from Tim-Dcr IR flies
(see above). The experiments were performed at two
different time points, ZT3 and ZT15, and the data were
processed and ranked as indicated above for the wild-type
samples. The density of predicted miRNA targets for the
average of these two time points showed a striking decrease in the fraction of miRNA-regulated mRNAs compared with the same two time points from wild-type
heads (Supplemental Fig. 2B).
Clk, vri, and cwo are associated with the RISC
in fly heads
To determine whether circadian-relevant mRNAs might
be subject to miRNA regulation, we examined the AGO1IP data for previously identified cycling genes (33 strongly
circadian mRNAs identified in two different studies)
(Claridge-Chang et al. 2001; McDonald and Rosbash
2001). Despite the presence of two cycling genes (ana
and Cyp18a1) among the 15 most enriched probes (Fig.
2B), we did not find a significant enrichment of cycling
mRNAs among the top 3000 probes of the AGO1-IP.
However, three of the 10 mRNAs encoding canonical
central clock components were enriched in the AGO1-IP:
clk, vri, and cwo (Fig. 2D); clk and vri mRNAs are
particularly enriched.
To determine whether the association of these and
other mRNAs with AGO1 is under temporal control, we
compared the cycling profiles of the INP and IP mRNA
data sets. The vast majority of all probes (including
most core circadian components) showed indistinguishable profiles (Supplemental Fig. 3A; data not shown). The
temporal profile of clk mRNA, however, is different
between the INP and IP samples as a function of time
(Supplemental Fig. 3B). In the INP sample, the peak
of mRNA abundance is at ZT23, in agreement with
previous literature (Cyran et al. 2003; Glossop et al.
2003). However, the peak in the IP sample is a few hours
later (Supplemental Fig. 3B). This difference suggests that
clk mRNA is most strongly associated with AGO1 during
the morning, a few hours after its mRNA abundance
peak.
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Clk 39 UTR is regulated by the miRNA pathway
in S2 cells
To assay further for miRNA translational control of clk
mRNA, we tested whether its 39 UTR confers regulation
to a luciferase transgene in S2 cells. To this end, we
generated reporter constructs containing the actin promoter, a luciferase ORF, and either a control (SV40)
39 UTR, the tim 39 UTR, or the clk 39 UTR. We transfected
these reporters into Drosophila S2 cells and measured
luciferase levels 48 h post-transfection. Addition of the
clk 39 UTR caused a dramatic decrease in luciferase levels
(Fig. 3A). The tim 39 UTR had no effect on luciferase
levels, consistent with its failure to associate significantly with AGO1 (Figs. 2D, 3A).
Notably, inhibition of the miRNA pathway by depleting Ago1 via dsRNAi significantly rescued luciferase
levels of the clk UTR reporter with no effect on the
construct with the tim 39 UTR (Fig. 3B). Control dsRNA
targeting either gfp or ago2 (required for siRNA but not
miRNA function) (Matranga and Zamore 2007) also had
no effect on the clk UTR reporter (Fig. 3B). The data
therefore indicate that clk mRNA is repressed by AGO1bound miRNAs in S2 cells as well as fly heads.
Determination of circadian-relevant miRNAs
To identify miRNA candidates responsible for the regulation of clock core components, we first identified
miRNAs expressed in fly head circadian cells. To this
end, we searched for an increase in primary miRNAs (primiRNAs) with Drosophila tiling arrays in combination
with a tissue-specific knockdown of the miRNA processing pathway. We used the tim-gal4 driver described above
in combination with either a UAS-drosha IR or a UASpasha IR transgenic construct (Dietzl et al. 2007). Unlike
DICER-1, DROSHA and PASHA function in the nucleus
in the initial processing step of miRNA biogenesis and
cleave a pri-miRNA primary transcript into an ;70nucleotide (nt) pre-miRNA (Du and Zamore 2005). As
the tim-gal4 driver restricts inhibition of the pri-miRNA
processing machinery to tim-expressing cells, pri-miRNAs
expressed in these cells should accumulate (Kadener et al.
2009). We extracted fly head RNA from three different
strains collected at two different time points, ZT3 and
ZT15: Tim-DroshaIR (tim-gal4; UAS-drosha IR) flies,
Tim-PashaIR (tim-gal4; UAS-pasha IR) flies, and a control
strain (tim-gal4). For each genotype, the RNA samples
from the two different time points were mixed and used
to prepare probes for Drosophila tiling arrays. Unlike
standard expression arrays, tiling arrays contain highdensity probes for intergenic and intronic regions as well
as exonic regions and can therefore be used to identify primiRNAs, which are located in intergenic or intronic
regions (Saini et al. 2007).
This approach identified 27 pri-miRNAs expressed in
tim-expressing cells (Fig. 4A,B). We confirmed the result
for pri-bantam by using a different strategy involving
Northern analysis and the depletion of Dicer by RNAi in
tim-expressing cells. It showed an accumulation of prebantam in Tim-DcrIR flies. miR-1, in contrast, shows
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Figure 3. Clk but not tim 39 UTR imparts miRNA-mediated regulation to a luciferase reporter in S2 cells. (A) Effects of different 39
UTRs on the level of expression of a luciferase reporter. Thirty nanograms of pAc-firefly luciferase reporter (containing either the SV40,
clk, or tim 39 UTR) were transfected in S2 cells. Forty-eight hours post-transfection, cell extracts were prepared and firefly luciferase
activity was measured. In all cases, cotransfection with pCopia-Renilla Luciferase was performed. For each condition, a normalized
Firefly/Renilla Luciferase value was obtained and plotted accordingly. A representative experiment is shown. For each condition, two
experiments with duplicates were performed. Error bars represent standard error of the mean (SEM). (B) Similar experiment to the one
described in A but the S2 cells were treated for 5 d prior transfection with dsRNA against GFP, Ago1, or ago2. Forty-eight hours posttransfection, cell extracts were prepared, and firefly luciferase activity was measured. The ratios obtained for each dsRNA treatment for
the constructs containing the clk and tim 39 UTRs were normalized to the value in the same condition in the SV40 39 UTR. The final
value was obtained by setting the value with the addition of the control dsRNA to 1.

little or no precursor accumulation in this strain (Fig. 4C;
data not shown). These data confirm that bantam is
expressed in circadian cells.

To complement these data, we used a bioinformatics
approach to identify candidate miRNAs functioning
within fly head circadian tissue. To this end, we scored

Figure 4. Identification of circadian-relevant
miRNAs. (A) Determination of miRNAs expressed
in tim cells. The plot represents the difference of
expression between control (tim-gal4) and the
averaged signal between Tim-DroshaIR and TimPashaIR flies among the X, second, and third
chromosomes of Drosophila (see the Materials and
Methods for preparation of the samples). Green
arrows indicate the coincidence of a significant
peak (P-value < 1 3 10 3) with the location of
a known miRNA. (B) Close caption of A for three
miRNAs: miR-8, bantam, and miR-9a. The signal
(in yellow) corresponds to the ratio of signals from
Tim-DroshaIR/Tim-PashaIR and control flies. The
red arrows indicate the location of the mature
miRNA. The genes located around the miRNA
sequence are displayed in green and above the
yellow signal when their transcription is forward
and below when reversed. (C) Detection of Pribantam and mature bantam or U6 snRNA by
Northern blot. RNA isolated from control (yw) or
Tim-DcrIR (tim-gal4; UAS-dcr-1 IR) fly heads were
examined by Northern analysis using a specific
probe against bantam or U6 snRNA. (D) List of
10 circadian candidates miRNAs (see the text).
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predicted miRNAs regulating mRNAs that change significantly in their ENR ranking in AGO1 IPs from TimDcrIR flies relative to control flies.
Of the 76 miRNAs with PicTar predicted mRNA
targets, the Tim-DcrIR comparison lowered the number
to 42 candidates in fly head circadian cells (Supplemental
Fig. 4A). Of these, 22 were prime candidates, as these
miRNAs were shown previously to be expressed in fly
heads at moderate or higher levels by deep sequencing
(Supplemental Fig. 4; Supplemental File 2; Ghildiyal et al.
2008).
To lower further the number of candidate circadian
miRNAs, we examined the overlap between the two
approaches, the predicted miRNAs from the change
in the AGO1 IP by the Dicer-1 RNAi construct and
the direct assay of pri-miRNAs from drosha(RNAi) or
pasha(RNAi) (Fig. 4A). This comparison identified 10
miRNAs (Fig. 4D; Supplemental Fig. 4B).
Overexpression of bantam, but not miR-14, lengthens
the core circadian clock
We next used existing UAS lines to increase expression
of two of the 10 candidate miRNAs in tim-expressing
tissues (Fig. 4D): miR-14 (Xu et al. 2003) and bantam
(Brennecke et al. 2003). Whereas locomotor activity
rhythms of flies overexpressing miR-14 were normal
(Fig. 5A, right panels), overexpression of bantam with
the same driver (Tim-bantam flies) dramatically lengthened circadian period, by almost 3 h (Fig. 5A, middle
panels). To rule out the possibility that this long period
was some consequence of the broad expression of the timgal4 driver, we used a pdf-gal4 driver to overexpress

Figure 5. Behavioral and molecular effects of
bantam overexpression in pacemaker cells. (A)
Locomotor behavior of control (tim-gal4), TimmiR14 (tim-gal4; UAS-miR14), and Tim-bantam
(tim-gal4; UAS-bantam) flies in DD conditions.
The behavior is shown in average actogram (top)
and autocorrelation analyses (bottom). The period
was calculated for each strain by averaging the
periods of individual flies. The error refers to
standard error of the mean (SEM). (B) Locomotor
behavior of control (UAS-bantam/+) and pdfbantam (pdf-gal4; UAS-bantam) in DD conditions.
The behavior is shown in an average actogram.
(C) Luciferase recordings from fly wings of control
(tim-luc;tim-gal4) and Tim-bantam (tim-luc;timgal4; UAS-bantam) flies using the tim-luciferase
reporter. Light timing is indicated by alternating
white and gray background areas with white
representing the illuminated interval of LD
(ZT0–ZT12) and gray representing the dark period
(ZT12–ZT24). After 3 d in LD conditions, the
assay was conducted in DD. The results are the
average of 24 Tim-bantam and 24 control pairs of
fly wings. For each data point, the background
(defined as the steady-state value for each strain
after 7 d in DD) was subtracted, and the resulting
value was normalized to the maximum for each
strain across the experiment.
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bantam only in the 18 pdf-expressing cells (ventral lateral
neurons, or LNvs), which likely constitute the key central pacemaker (Renn et al. 1999). Flies with this genetic combination displayed similar long-period rhythms
(Fig. 5B).
To further characterize this period lengthening, we
assayed the molecular clock more directly. To this end,
we added a tim-luciferase reporter gene to the Timbantam strain. Luciferase expression in isolated wings
carrying this circadian reporter (McDonald et al. 2001) is
robustly rhythmic under LD (light–dark, 12 h:12 h) conditions (Kadener et al. 2008). Although wing luciferase
rhythms damp significantly after transfer into constant
darkness (DD), the first and sometimes even the second
DD day can be successfully assayed with ;24-h periods.
Dissected wings from Tim-bantam and control flies were
therefore assayed after entrainment, in LD and then for
a last day in DD (Fig. 5C).
In agreement with the behavioral effects shown above,
overexpression of bantam lengthened circadian period by
2–3 h in DD (Fig. 5C). This result confirms that bantam
overexpression affects the molecular machinery within
the central pacemaker.
bantam regulates the clk 39 UTR through three
evolutionarily conserved binding sites
Because the Pictar algorithm predicts the presence of
a highly conserved site for bantam in the clk 39 UTR (Fig.
6A, red solid line; Supplemental Fig. 5B1; Grun et al.
2005), we tested whether bantam can regulate the 39
UTR of clk. Indeed, overexpression of bantam in S2 cells
decreased the luciferase activity from the clk 39 UTR
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Figure 6. Bantam regulates clk 39 UTR through
three evolutionary binding sites. (A) Representation
of clk 39 UTR and conservation between 12 Drosophila species (see the text). Drosophila melanogaster clk 39 UTR sequence (chr3L:7,756,940–
7,757,175; April 2006 genome assembly) and
nucleotide conservation between 12 Drosophila
genomes were retrieved using the University of
California at Santa Cruz genome Web site. The
blue line represents the annotated clk 39 UTR
ending at the black arrow (end of clk-sh isoform)
(see the text). The red box (B1) indicates the
predicted site for the miRNA bantam in the clk
39 UTR. The green boxes (B2 and B3) refer to the
two evolutionary bantam sites located downstream
from the annotated clk 39 end (depicted as the
dashed blue line). (B) Effect of modulating bantam
levels on 39 UTR reporters. S2 cells were transfected with a 39 UTR luciferase reporter (wild-type
clk 39 UTR [left], or mutated bantam sites clk 39
UTR [B1, B2, and B3] [right]) and either an empty
plasmid (pAc; first column), a bantam-expressing
plasmid (bantam; second column), or 29-O-methyl
anti-bantam cholesterol-conjugated oligos (ban ASO;
third column). Renilla luciferase plasmid was cotransfected for normalization. Two days after transfection, luciferase activity was assayed and data
were normalized for each reporter to luciferase
levels obtained with the empty plasmid. A representative experiment is shown. For each condition,
two experiments with duplicates were performed. Error bars represent standard error of the mean (SEM). (C) Effect of inhibiting the
miRNA pathway (by using dsRNA against Ago1) in the levels of clk-lg 39 UTR reporters. The utilized reporters include a wild-type clklg 39 UTR (left two columns) and a clk-lg 39 UTR in which the bantam sites have been deleted (last two pairs of columns). (D) Effect of
modulating bantam levels on the clk-lg 39 UTR reporter. S2 cells were transfected with a clk-lg 39 UTR luciferase reporter and an
empty plasmid (pAc; first column), a bantam-expressing plasmid (bantam; second column), or Omethyl anti-bantam cholesterolconjugated oligos (ban ASO; third column). The ratio of Firefly/Renilla luciferase activity was normalized to the luciferase levels
obtained with the empty plasmid for each reporter.

reporter by 2.5-fold (Fig. 6B, left graph, first and second
columns), whereas inhibition of bantam (by the introduction of cholesterol-conjugated 29-O-methyl anti-bantam
oligos, ASO) increased twofold the activity of the clk 39
UTR reporter (Fig. 6B, left graph, first and third columns).
To test whether the effect of bantam on the clk 39 UTR
reporter is direct, we deleted the predicted bantambinding site in the clk UTR reporter and assayed for
bantam effects on this mutated reporter. Surprisingly,
this had no effect, either on basal levels or on the
sensitivity of the reporter to changes in expression of
bantam (ClkDB1) (Supplemental Fig. 6A,B, respectively).
This suggests that the bantam effect on the clk 39 UTR
reporter is indirect or through other bantam-binding
sites.
Careful inspection of the region downstream from the
predicted cleavage and polyadenylation site of the clk 39
UTR revealed the presence of two additional evolutionarily conserved bantam-binding sites (Supplemental Fig.
5B2,B3). As the reporter extends 300 base pairs (bp)
beyond the predicted end of the 39 UTR, both additional
sites were included (Fig. 6A, areas B2 and B3). Deletion of
all three sites from the clk 39 UTR reporter significantly
increased S2 cell expression (ClkDB1DB2DB3) (Fig. 6B;

Supplemental Fig. 6A). Moreover, this mutant reporter is
insensitive to changes in bantam levels (Fig. 6B; Supplemental Fig. 6B). These results not only demonstrate that
bantam directly regulates the clk 39 UTR, but also
suggest that clk extends beyond the annotated cleavage
and polyadenylation site. Indeed, dsRNAs targeted
against sequences upstream of and downstream from this
site indicate that >70% of clk transcripts extend beyond
this site (Supplemental Fig. 7A, left column). This is
unlikely to be an artifact of the reporter (i.e., too high
levels of expression), as dsRNAi targeted against regions
downstream from the annotated tim 39 end has no effect
on luciferase activity from a tim 39 UTR-containing
construct (Supplemental Fig. 7A).
39 RACE from fly head RNA indeed identifies two clk
39 ends (clk-sh and clk-lg) (data not shown). One coincides
with the previous annotation (clk-sh) (data not shown),
whereas the second extends ;700 bp downstream (clk-lg)
(Supplemental Fig. 7B). We also performed RPAs (RNase
protection assays) with RNA extracted from fly heads
collected at two different time points, ZT2 and ZT14.
Two different probes, both complementary to the annotated
39 end of clk mRNA, revealed only one strong band with
ZT2 RNA and one weak band with ZT14 RNA (typical of
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the clk temporal pattern of expression, ZT2 > ZT14)
(data not shown). For both RNAs, the protected fragment
extends well beyond the previously annotated clk-sh 39
end, indicating that clk-lg is the predominant if not the
only isoform expressed at those time points in fly heads
(data not shown). As a track of 12 consecutive adenosines
is located 1 nt downstream from the predicted 39 end of
the clk-sh isoform (Supplemental Fig. 8B), this isoform
may reflect hybridization of the oligo (dT) primer to this
A track. Moreover, there is no consensus cleavage and
polyadenylation site (AAUAAA) upstream of this predicted clk-sh 39 end (data not shown), in contrast to the
strongly conserved AAUAAA sequence ;30 bases upstream of the 39 end of clk-lg (Supplemental Fig. 8B). We
therefore suggest that the clk 39 end extends ;700 bases
downstream from the annotated site and includes the
three characterized bantam sites.
To corroborate that bantam regulates the complete clk
39 UTR, we created a new luciferase reporter that
includes the complete 39 UTR of clk-lg. Indeed, introduction of this 39 UTR into a luciferase reporter represses
activity in an AGO1-dependent manner (Fig. 6D; data not
shown). Moreover, reporter activity is strongly affected
by bantam levels: Overexpression of this miRNA leads to
a twofold decrease, and inhibition of bantam (with
a specific ASO) increases reporter activity 2.5-fold (Fig.
6E). Importantly, and in agreement with the results
presented above, deletion of the three highly conserved
bantam sites in the clk-lg 39 UTR increased basal activity
and rendered this reporter insensitive to bantam level
manipulations (Fig. 6D; data not shown). This demonstrates that the clk 39 UTR is regulated by bantam through
these three evolutionarily conserved binding sites.
The evolutionarily conserved bantam sites are
necessary for circadian rhythmicity
To test whether bantam regulation of clk is important for
in vivo circadian rhythmicity, we compared the efficacy
of clk transgenes without 39 UTR bantam sites with wildtype clk transgenes to rescue the rhythm defect of a clk
Figure 7. The evolutionarily conserved bantam sites
are necessary for circadian rhythmicity. (A) Scheme of
the clk gene construct used to rescue arrhythmic
clkAR flies (see the text). The three solid arrows
indicate the three evolutionarily conserved bantam
sites in the clk 39 UTR. The dotted arrow indicates
the fourth potential bantam site in the clk 39 UTR. (B)
Table indicating the percentage of rhythmic flies of
the different strains. Flies were entrained for 3 d in LD
conditions and then released into DD. Rhythmicity
was determined as described in the Materials and
Methods. The average RI of rhythmic flies refers to
the averaged rhythm index (see the text for details).
The differences between flies rescued with control or
mutant clk transgenes were assessed by t-test. The
obtained P-values are the following: for comparison 1,
P < 0.015; for comparison 2, P < 0.0001; for comparison 3, P < 0.015; for comparison 4, P < 0.05; for
comparison 5, P < 0.01; for comparison 6, P < 0.05.
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mutant strain (clkAR) (Allada et al. 2003). To this end, we
generated flies carrying three different versions of clk
transgenes. The first was a wild-type clk-V5 gene as
described previously (Fig. 7A; Kadener et al. 2008). The
second was different because it was missing the three
described bantam sites (Fig. 7A, three solid lines). The
third was also missing a fourth potential bantam site (Fig.
7A, dotted line).
As described previously (Allada et al. 2003), clkAR flies
are arrhythmic (Fig. 7B). Introduction of a wild-type copy
of the 14.8-kb clk-V5 transgene significantly rescued the
arrhythmic behavior of clkAR flies (49% and 63% rhythmic flies for two different insertions of this transgene)
(Fig. 7B). However, the 14.8-kb mutant clk-V5 transgenes,
without the three or four 39 UTR bantam sites, were
much less effective in rescuing locomotor activity
rhythms (between 7% and 26% rhythmic flies) (Fig. 7B).
This was true for a line without the three described
bantam sites (Fig. 7B, D1–3, line 2), as well as for three
independent lines that also lack the fourth potential
bantam site (Fig. 7B, D1–4, lines 4,6,7). Moreover, the
few rhythmic flies with the mutant transgenes have significantly weaker rhythms than flies carrying wild-type clkV5 transgenes, as measured by the rhythm index (Levine
et al. 2002). The similar results with the two different
mutant transgenes suggest that the fourth bantam site is
not functional or not important for clk regulation in
circadian neurons. Importantly, the poor rescue with the
mutant transgenes is not due to a lack of expression; for
example, as a consequence of unfavorable insertion sites:
clk mRNA levels were indistinguishable between flies
carrying wild-type and mutated transgenes, at least under
LD conditions and for the two strains assayed: wild-type
line 1 and D1–4 line 7 (data not shown). The results
demonstrate that bantam regulates clk expression, which
is necessary for strong and sustained rhythms.
Discussion
In the present study, we demonstrate a role for miRNAs
in the Drosophila central circadian clock. By performing
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AGO1 immunoprecipitation followed by microarray
analysis, we identified a population of mRNAs under
miRNA control in fly heads. Among them was the master
circadian gene clk. In addition, circadian cell-specific
inhibition of the miRNA biogenesis pathway followed
by tiling arrays identified several miRNAs prominently
expressed in circadian tissues. In combination with bioinformatics analyses, the two approaches identified 10
candidate miRNAs involved in circadian rhythms. For
one miRNA, the developmental regulator bantam, we
present evidence for a direct role in circadian timekeeping. Overexpression of bantam using a circadian cellspecific GAL4 line delays by almost 3 h the circadian
clock at the molecular and behavioral levels. Moreover,
we demonstrated that this miRNA regulates clk. This
regulation is achieved through three conserved bantam
sites in the 39 UTR of this gene. Two are located
downstream from the previously annotated clk mRNA
39 end, and other data indicate that the real clk 39 UTR
includes these sites. Genetic experiments in flies demonstrate that the integrity of these three bantam sites is
critical for robust circadian rhythmicity. We therefore
identified a miRNA–mRNA pair involved in central
circadian timekeeping.
This is one of the few studies to use miRNP IP to
identify miRNA-regulated mRNAs (Easow et al. 2007;
Karginov et al. 2007; Hendrickson et al. 2008; Chi et al.
2009), and may be the first from adult fly tissues. The data
fit well with those derived from the PicTar algorithm and
should allow a comparison of different miRNA target
prediction algorithms.
The second approach for studying specific miRNA
expression relies on cell type-specific inhibition of
miRNA synthesis pathways in vivo followed by RNA
analysis on tiling arrays (Fig. 4). Although very sensitive
in identifying many circadian miRNAs, the strategy
probably still fails to identify low abundance miRNAs
or miRNAs present in small numbers of circadian cells.
However, they should be detectable with the same
approach, but after a cell purification or cell sorting step.
This sensitivity issue is the reason we chose to use the
broad tim-gal4 driver rather than the more restricted pdfgal4 driver. Tim-gal4 is expressed strongly in all circadian
tissues of the fly head, including circadian neurons, eyes,
fat body, and antennae (Hall 2003; Stoleru et al. 2004).
This broad expression also explains the strong effect of
TIM-Dcr IR on the AGO1 IP enrichment (Supplemental
Fig. 2B). Consistent with data indicating that core clock
components work similarly in both central (brain) and
peripheral tissues (Hall 2003), bantam overexpression
slows the clock pace in both locations: in the central
brain as demonstrated by behavior (Fig. 5A,B), and in the
periphery as demonstrated by luciferase assays (Fig. 5C).
Intersecting the Ago1 IP data with the tiling array data
from Tim-DroshaIR/PashaIR flies as well as with the
published fly head miRNA data led to a selection of 10
candidate circadian miRNAs (Fig. 4D; Supplemental File
2). As our analysis only used miRNAs with PicTar target
predictions and therefore screened only half of the known
miRNA population (Grun et al. 2005), 10 is likely to be an

underestimate. On the other hand, of the 27 miRNAs
identified as expressed in circadian cells by the TimDroshaIR/PashaIR approach (Fig. 4A), 23 have mRNAs
with PicTar predictions in the Ago IP data. This suggests
that 10 is not a gross underestimate.
Some of these 10 miRNAs are likely responsible for the
decrease in locomotor activity rhythm strength due to
inhibition of the miRNA pathway (Fig. 1). It is notable
that there are no prior reports of a miRNA contribution to
circadian behavior in Drosophila and only a single report
in mammals (Cheng et al. 2007). This may be related to
the fact that an effect was only manifest at 29°C and with
the addition of the UAS-CYC-VP16 transgene. The failure
to observe a phenotype in Tim-DcrIR flies at 25°C may
reflect a relatively weak effect of the dicer-1 IR transgene
on miRNA expression, consistent with the fact that
miRNA biosynthesis is not rate-limiting for miRNAmediated translational regulation (Liu et al. 2007). Nonetheless, it is likely that the lack of a circadian defect
in Tim-DcrIR flies is not a consequence of inadequate
inhibitory transgene expression. This is because the same
strain (Tim-DcrIR) still displays normal rhythms even
after increasing the temperature to 29°C (data not
shown). Moreover, Tim-Dcr seems to strongly downregulate the miRNA pathway, as illustrated by the
accumulation of pre-bantam and the substantial change
in the AGO1 IP profile (Fig. 4C; Supplemental Fig. 2B).
We therefore suspect that the additional requirement
for UAS-CYC-VP16 reflects more than just an increase in
UAS-dcr 1 IR expression. It is possible that the transcription and translation of key circadian core components
are tightly connected and may buffer each other. Such
a regulatory feature could explain why a major increase
in transcription, like that caused by the CYC-VP16
transgene, results in only a modest increase in mRNA
abundance and probably an even more modest increase in
translated protein (Kadener et al. 2008). A comparable
explanation posits that inhibition of the miRNA pathway
by the UAS-dcr 1 IR transgene leads to an increase in
the translation of circadian repressors, which could then
decrease circadian transcription. The use of UAS-CYCVP16 as well as 29°C might be required to push the
system sufficiently far from equilibrium so that pacemaker regulatory mechanisms can no longer compensate
for the change in miRNA levels. This type of regulation
fits recent data demonstrating that a Drosophila miRNA
can function as a buffering agent against environmental
perturbations during development (Li et al. 2009). In any
case, the observed behavioral defects observed in TimDcrIR-CYCVP16 flies are likely a consequence of downregulation of several circadian-relevant miRNAs (not just
bantam).
Our behavioral, genetic, and biochemical evidence
indicates that bantam contributes to clk mRNA translational regulation as well as more generally to circadian
pacemaker regulation: bantam is highly expressed in
circadian tissues, and overexpression with either timgal4 or pdf-gal4 significantly lengthens circadian period
(Fig. 5A,B). The milder effect of the pdf driver may be
due to its lower strength in pacemaker cells relative to
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tim-gal4 (Stoleru et al. 2005) and/or to an additional
contribution from non-PDF cells to period determination.
Although the period phenotype could be misleading—
due, for example, to an effect of bantam overexpression
on a circadian output pathway—strains with a completely
normal central pacemaker do not manifest altered periods, by definition (Hardin et al. 1992; Williams et al. 2001;
Inoue et al. 2002). Another possibility—that bantam
overexpression renders the circadian neurons sick or
unhealthy—would be expected to result in weak rhythms
or arrhythmicity rather than in strong rhythms with long
periods. The central pacemaker is therefore the most
parsimonious explanation, especially because of the good
correlation between the behavioral (Fig. 5A) and the
molecular data; i.e., the tim-luciferase results (Fig. 5C).
Unfortunately, the bantam deletion is embryonic lethal
(Brennecke et al. 2003), precluding a straightforward
behavioral assay of the null phenotype.
The effect of bantam on clk mRNA translation was
aided by the finding that the clk 39 UTR extends >700
bases downstream from its predicted 39 end. We attribute
this error to priming by oligo (dT) within an A-rich region
present near this annotated 39 end (Supplemental Fig. 8A).
Consistent with this interpretation, a strongly conserved
cleavage and polyadenylation site is present near the end
of the clk-lg isoform; no obvious site is in the vicinity of
the annotated clk 39 end (Supplemental Fig. 8B; data not
shown). In addition, our RNA protection data indicate
that all fly head clk transcripts extend well beyond the
annotated clk 39 end (data not shown). Taken together
with the 39 RACE data (Supplemental Fig. 7B), these
results demonstrate that the clk 39 UTR is significantly
longer than previously indicated. Importantly, two of the
three clk 39 UTR bantam-binding sites are located
downstream from the annotated 39 end.
These clk 39 UTR bantam sites appear to be major
circadian targets of bantam in flies. First, clk mRNA is
strongly associated with RISC (Fig. 2D; Supplemental Fig.
3B). Second, bantam is strongly expressed in the circadian
cells, as demonstrated by the accumulation of precursors
of this miRNA when Dicer-1, drosha, or pasha was downregulated in fly circadian tissues (Fig. 4A–C). Third, the
effect of bantam (lengthening of the circadian period)
resembles the period effect observed in flies carrying
fewer genomic copies of clk (Allada et al. 1998, 2003),
and it is opposite to the period effect observed in flies
with additional clk copies (Kadener et al. 2008). Fourth,
the three evolutionarily conserved bantam sites are
necessary for circadian rhythmicity (Fig. 7B). Nonetheless, the period effect due to bantam overexpression may
be due to effects on other mRNAs in addition to clk.
We conclude that miRNAs have a role in the central
pacemaker and, more specifically, that bantam regulates
the central clock component clk. Whereas previous
studies have identified miRNAs relevant to circadian
rhythms (Cheng et al. 2007; Xu et al. 2007; Yang et al.
2008; Sire et al. 2009), this one identifies a mRNA–
miRNA pair involved in the core timekeeping process.
Given the in vivo methods used to study miRNA function (including principally in neuronal tissue), we suspect
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that they will have a broad impact on the study of
miRNAs and their roles in regulating diverse aspects of
Drosophila behavior.

Materials and methods
The sequence of the oligonucleotides used in this study as well
as additional methods can be found in Supplemental File 3.
Fly strains
tim-GAL4, pdf-GAL4, Tim-LUC, UAS-bantam(EP[3]3622), UASmir14, and UAS-CYC-VP16 were described previously (Renn
et al. 1999; Kaneko and Hall 2000; Allada et al. 2003; Brennecke
et al. 2003; Xu et al. 2003; Kadener et al. 2008). The RNAi lines
used were obtained from the Vienna Drosophila RNAi Center
(Dietzl et al. 2007).
Identification of AGO-1-associated mRNAs
AGO-1 immunoprecipitation. Two-hundred-fifty microliters of frozen fly heads were homogenized in 700 mL of lysis buffer (30 mM
HEPES KOH at pH 7.4, 100 mM KAcetate, 2 mM MgAcetate,
5% glycerol, 0.1% Triton X-100, 1 mM EGTA, 5 mM DTT, 0.4
U/mL RNase OUT [Invitrogen], 13 EDTA proteinase inhibitor
[Roche]). The lysates were incubated for 10 min on ice and
centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C. One-hundred
microliters of the supernatant were used as input. To the rest
of the supernatant (;500 mL), 1/10 vol of anti-AGO-1 antibody
(Miyoshi 2005) was added and incubated at 4°C with rotation.
After 2 h, 100 mL of protein G plus bead slurry (Calbiochem;
previously washed with lysis buffer) were added and incubated
for 1 h at 4°C with rotation. The beads were then recovered by
gentle centrifugation. The beads were washed five times (beads
plus 500 mL of lysis buffer were rotated for 5 min at 4°C), before
proceeding to RNA extraction.
Expression microarray probe preparation. Total RNA was extracted
using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen). cDNA synthesis was carried
out as described in the Expression Analysis Technical Manual
(Affymetrix). The cRNA reactions were carried out using the IVT
kit (Affymetrix). Affymetrix high-density arrays for Drosophila
melanogaster version 2.0 were probed, hybridized, stained, and
washed according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
Expression array preprocessing. The R Bioconductor affy package
(http://www.bioconductor.org) was used to normalize and calculate summary values from Affymetrix CEL files. CEL files were
background-corrected by the ‘‘rma2’’ method, INP and IP groups
were quantile-normalized separately, and summary values were
calculated together using the ‘‘medianpolish’’ method. Probe sets
were filtered by requiring a maximum value of 32 in at least one
sample. This yielded 12,847 out of a total of 18,952 probe sets.
Affymetrix annotation used in this study (Drosophila_2.na25.
annot.csv) was downloaded from the Affymetrix Web site. These
data have been deposited at NCBI GEO as SuperSeries (GSE17629).
Analysis for Ago1-IP, TimDcr-Ago1-IP was done using Python
(http://www.python.org) and R (http://www.r-project.org) and
the in-house library. Analysis scripts are available upon request.
AgoIP rank analysis. Enrichment of IP over INP was calculated as

log fold difference between corresponding samples. The maximum enrichment across samples was used to sort the probe
resulting in a descending rank order. This ranking was used in
the succeeding calculations. To calculate the enrichment of
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miRNA target genes in IP, PicTar prediction data (Grun et al.
2005) were downloaded from the University of California at
Santa Cruz genome browser Web site (http://genome.ucsc.edu),
and the density of PicTar predicted miRNA targets was calculated with a window of 500.
Identification of cell-specific miRNAs
Fly head total RNA was extracted from control
(tim-GAL4), Tim-PashaIR (tim-GAL4; UAS-pasha IR), and TimDroshaIR (tim-GAL4; UAS-drosha IR) flies collected at two time
points (ZT3 and ZT15) using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen). For each
genotype, the RNA samples from these two different time points
were then combined and used to prepare probes for Drosophila
tiling arrays. cDNA synthesis and labeling were carried out using
the wild-type double-stranded cDNA synthesis kit (Affymetrix)
and the wild-type dsDNA terminal labeling kit (Affymetrix).
Affymetrix Drosophila Tiling 2.0R arrays were probed, hybridized,
stained, and washed according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
One replica of each genotype (two mixed time points) was used.
Tiling arrays.

MAT (model-based analysis of tiling arrays)
(Johnson et al. 2006) was used for processing Affymetrix Tiling
Array data. The hybridized probes corresponding to the samples
Tim-PashaIR and Tim-DroshaIR were compared with the control
sample. The genomic regions with significant differences from
the comparison (P-value threshold 10 3) were manually examined further to determine whether they were located in regions
containing any of the 152 previously identified Drosophila
miRNAs (Sanger database, http://microrna.sanger.ac.uk). These
data have been deposited at NCBI GEO as SuperSeries (GSE17629).
Tiling array analysis.

Locomotor behavior
Male flies were monitored using Trikinetics Drosophila Activity
Monitors. Analyses were performed with a signal processing
toolbox (Levine et al. 2002). We used autocorrelation and spectral
analysis to estimate behavioral cycle durations (periods) and the
rhythm index to assess rhythm strength (Levine et al. 2002). For
determination of rhythmicity, data from the first 10 d in DD
were used in conjunction with autocorrelation and spectral
analysis (Levine et al. 2002).
Copia-Renilla luciferase and pAc-Luc (39 UTR SV40)
have been described previously (Kadener et al. 2007). pAc-LuctimRA and pAc-Luc-clk were constructed by amplifying the
genomic region containing either the tim-RA or the clk 39 UTR
plus 300 bases downstream from the annotated end of the
mRNA and ligating these PCR products into pAc-Luc. pAcbantam was constructed by amplifying the sequence from
genomic DNA followed by ligation of the PCR product into
a pAc His A plasmid (Invitrogen).
Mutations of the bantam sequences in the pAc-luc-clk were
introduced by performing overlapping PCR.

Plasmids.

S2 cell transfection
S2 cells were maintained in 10% FBS (Invitrogen) insect tissue
culture medium (HyClone). Cells were seeded in a six-well plate.
Transfection was performed at 70%–90% confluence according
to company recommendations (12 mL of cellfectin [Invitrogen],
2 mg of total DNA). In all experiments, 50 ng of pCopia-Renilla
Luciferase plus 30 ng of the Luciferase firefly reporter were used.
bantam ASO (39Cholesterol, 29OMe bantam antisense oligo)
was transfected using Dharmafect 4 (Dharmacon) 2 d prior to the
transfection with the luciferase reporter.
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